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ABSTRACTReading a foreign written text may arise many problems to thestudents. During teaching learning process, most of the students thinkthat it is difficult to master reading skill because when they discussabout reading a text they usually get bored. The material becomes bigproblem because the text is too long and it uses difficult vocabularies.Teaching reading can means the activity of language by encouragingskimming, scanning, predicting, and activating schemata. There arethree steps of teaching reading, they are pre reading, whilst reading andpost reading. In teaching reading there are three process of reading,they are top-down processing, bottom-up processing and interactivereading. Reading material that can be used is authentic material,authentic material is materials written or spoken language that isproduced in real communication and not for purpose of languageteaching for example newspapers, magazines, TV programs, movies,songs and literature. This is a qualitative research. The data wasobtained from observation, interview and documentation. The writercollects the data by preparing the instrument, observing the readingclass, interviewing the teacher and collecting written document used.The result of the research shows that the materials used by the teacherto teach reading are articles taken from some foreign magazines andonline news from the internet because it contains materials about manythings related to real life which would make students interested inreading the text. So it can be concluded that the teaching learningprocess of reading class runs effectively. The teacher uses steps thatmake the students understand the materials easily.Keywords: Authentic material, Reading, Teaching

INTRODUCTIONMastering the four language skills and understanding the components oflanguage are very important to the students in learning English.When studyingEnglish the students must master all skills. One of the skills that must be learn isreading. Due to the fact that reading skill is very important for students to master,they should get information from English material in the written text. Duringteaching learning process, most of the students think that it is difficult to masterreading skill because when they discuss about reading a certain text they usuallyget bored, in this case because of lack of vocabulary and less motivation. Many
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efforts have been done to solve these problems, but the results are still underexpectation.The problems above may be caused by several reasons; could be theteacher, could be the techniques or the materials. The material becomes bigproblem because the text is too long and it uses difficult vocabularies.Furthermore, the text is designed for language learning purposes, so it has nothingto do with their lives. The language in text is specific and concentrates on academicaspects containing a series texts that have been modified. They include perfectlyformed sentences, a question using a grammatical structure, gets a full answer, andrepetition of structures. The use of nature of language and structure make themvery confused and dislike the materials right after they read. The reading text isunlike anything that the learner found in the real world and often it does notreflect how the language is really used. In addition, the topics of the text are oftenout of date. As the result, they have difficulties in comprehending the text.To overcome this problem, many ways to improve reading ability have beendone by the teacher such as using different text book from different author andselecting interesting topics from many text books. However, the students’ readingcomprehension is still disappointing. In order to solve this problem, the teacheruses different materials. The material that can be used is authentic materials.Authentic texts has been defined as “….real-life texts, not written forpedagogic purposes” (Wallace 1992: 145). The source of authentic materials thatcan be used in the classroom can come from anywhere, but the most common arenews papers, magazines, TV programs, movies, songs, literature and internet.Authentic materials help students provide additional information that can linkbetween the classroom and the outside world. If the classroom is not a real-lifesituation, authentic materials still have a very important rules in it. The authenticmaterials enable learners to interact with the real language and content ratherthan the form. It means the texts relate with students’ daily lives such as health,love, education, jobs, movies etc. Those make students more interested in readingthe text. It supported by Nuttal (1996: 172) “Authentic texts can be motivatingbecause they are proof that the language is used for real-life purposes by realpeople”. Those are the reasons that authentic materials can improve students’comprehension. By introducing authentic material, it is hoped that the learners
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will not focused on the formal language of classroom but the real world andlanguage how it is really used. Here, the function of teacher are to preparestudents, giving the awareness, and to understand how the language is actuallyused.
IMPORTANT FACTORS IN CHOOSING AUTHENTIC READING MATERIALSFour types of authenticity within the classroom have been identified. Theyare :  authenticity of the texts which we may use as input data for our students,authenticity of the learners’ own interpretations of such texts, authenticity of tasksconducive to language learning, authenticity of the actual social situation of theclassroom language. (Breen 1995: 61). Widdowson has a process-orientated viewof authenticity, making a distinction between authentic and genuine. Genuine is anexample of native speaker language, while authentic is a native speaker response(it can also include the response the writer intended upon when writing the text.)“The language presented to them may be a genuine record of native speakerbehavior, genuine, that is to say, as textual data, but to the extent that it does notengage native speaker response it cannot be realized as authentic discourse.”(Widdowson 1990: 45).Therefore authenticity considered to be the interaction between the readerand the text. Reading is considered to be an ongoing interaction, going beyond thephysical context of the text, looking for meaning as well as processing information.
THE USE OF AUTHENTIC MATERIAL IN TEACHING READINGOne of the main ideas of using authentic materials in the classroom is toexpose  the learner to as much real language as possible. Even if the classroom isnot a real-life  situation, authentic materials have a very important place within it.It has been argued that by taking a text out of its original context, it loses itauthenticity: “As soon as texts, whatever their original purpose, are brought intoclassrooms for pedagogic purposes they have, arguably, lost authenticity.”(Wallace 1992: 79). The learner is still exposed to real discourse and not theartificial language of course textbooks, which tend not to contain any incidental orimproper examples. They also tend to reflect the current teaching trend. Authenticmaterials also give the reader the opportunity to gain real information and know
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what is going on in the world around them. More times than not, they havesomething to say, be it giving information, a review. They also produce a sense ofachievement. Extracting real information from a real text in a new/differentlanguage can be extremely motivating, therefore increasing students' motivationfor learning by exposing them to real language (Guariento & Morley 2001). Theyalso reflect the changes in language use, (again something that does not occur intextbooks, which become very dated, very quickly) as well as giving the learner theproof that the language is real and not only studied in the classroom: “Authentictexts can be motivating because they are proof that the language is used for real-life purposes by real people.” (Nuttall in Berardo 1996: 172)The wide variety of different types of text means that it is easier to find somethingthat will interest the learner and may even encourage further reading or readingfor pleasure.An advantage of taking a complete newspaper or magazine into classroom,rather than photocopies of an article, is that students can actually choose whatthey want to read. The more the learner reads, the better a reader they willbecome to help the students, not only improves his language level but alsoconfidence. If the text interests the learner it can also be related to his ownexperiences. One of the aims of authentic materials is to help the student react inthe same way L1 speakers react in their first language. Learners who live in thetarget language environment, once outside of the classroom will encounter avariety of situations in which different reading purposes/skills are required. Wecan claim that learners are being exposed to real language and they feel that theyare learning the real language.
METHOD

Research DesignThis is a descriptive qualitative research. The description involves thematerial, the technique, and the evaluation used by the teacher. It is stressed onthe process of teaching and learning reading. It need some instruments to get thedata, they are: 1) Observation, It means that the writer should observe the objectof the study directly to find out the data that is necessary for the study. In this case,the writer used check list to get the data of teaching and learning process of
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reading using authentic material. 2.) Interview, the writer tries to find out the databased on the interview with the teacher. The interview was done by giving somequestions to the teacher concerning with the way of teacher’s teaching. 3.)Documentation, documentation  here refers to text books, syllabus, teachingmaterials and forms of evaluation used by the teacher. The subject of the researchof this study is the teacher that teaching English subject at SMPN 1 PrambonNganjuk.
Research ProcedureAt this part, the procedure of research is divided into 2 steps as follows:1. Preliminary SurveyIn this step, the researcher do preliminary survey by introducing the authenticmaterials while teaching reading to the second grade students.2. Collecting DataIn collecting data, the writer makes observation to differ between authenticmaterial and non-authentic material and evaluated the usage of them in theclassroom. It is necessary to know whether teaching reading using materialsappropriate to the students.3. Analyzing Data.The tecnique of data analysis is describing the data collected from the classobservation during the teaching learning process and the interview with theEnglish teacher.
FINDING AND DISCUSSION

1. The MaterialTo teach reading the teacher designed material in a power pointpresentation by put some article taken from foreign magazine and news on linefrom internet. The goals of material when the writer did observation arereading for specific information, reading for gist and discussing the habits. Thematerial used by the teacher was descriptive text discussing topic aboutdescribing place such as school, home or favorite place that ever visited by thestudents; letters ; and advertisements.
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The teaching learning process was held in the laboratory, when learningthe English language the students move into the language lab. The teacher usedcomputer and LCD projector to teach. The teacher opened power point files hadbeen prepared before and showed the material to be taught to the students. Ifthere were difficult words or new vocabularies, the students looked indictionary program in the computer and the program was completed how topronounce the words in English properly so the students could read themeaning of difficult words in English form with the correct pronunciation. Itwas intended to make effectiveness and to make teaching learning processbecome real life situation.
2. The TechniqueTo make the teaching and learning activities successful, the teacher designedthe technique in teaching learning process. The technique usually used by theteacher is described as follows:a. First Meeting1) Pre reading activitiesThe teacher opened the class by greeting. Then she asked about theconditions of the students that did not attend the class last week becauseof sick. After that, the teacher showed the students some letters that shebought from home. The teacher asked the students whether they ever gota letter from someone they know. She did this as a part of leading questionthat hoped to get student’s interest and attention to the topic.2) Whilst reading activitiesAfter giving leading question, the teacher asked the students to be quiteand silent. She would read a letter that she brings. Then, the teacher askedthe students to re-read aloud the letter after her. Line by line she read andthe students re-read the letter. After that, the teacher and the studentdiscussed the part of letter that they have read. Then, the teacher gave ashort games questioner to the students. The questions were about themain idea of the letter, the sender and the receiver of the letter. Thestudents who knew the answer could raise their hand and answer thequestion. This made the class more interactive and interesting.
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3) Post reading activitiesIn post reading activity, the teacher asked the students about theirdifficulties in understanding the text in form of letter. Then, together, thestudents and the teacher made some summaries about the topic that theyhave discussed. Before ending the class, the teacher gave a home work tothe students to find a letter from internet about certain topics.
DISCUSSIONThe teacher tries hard to prepare the material before teaching reading. Thematerials are taken from some authentic sources such as abroad magazine andauthentic material from the internet. She chooses topics that are familiar for thestudents.  To teach reading the teacher uses three steps of teaching reading, theyare pre reading, whilst reading, and post reading.In pre reading, the teacher tries to make the students interested in readingclass by asking the students to have a talk before starting the lesson to make closersituation. The teacher also gives leading questions it’s good for the students tobring them to the topic that will be discussed.In whilst reading, the teacher gives discussion topic before reading to thematerial. From this stage the students can have description of the material thatthey will read. Then the teacher provides materials to the students, also introducesdifficult words or new vocabularies in the material that will be discussed by thestudents. It is important to build the students’ vocabularies and help them tounderstand the material. In reading activity, the students read the material that isauthentic text taken from abroad magazine then answer the question, the teachercheck them, then the teacher and the students check together about theinformation of the material.In post reading, consist of either any of the related activities orcommunicative activities. While the goal is to get the students to find out theinformation from the texts given. The activities are giving opinion, summarizingthe content of the text, rearranging of the jumble sentence, and the teacher askingthem to give their own opinion about the topic to know how far they understandthe material give.
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Then for the evaluation the teacher gives feedback to the students. It’simportant in order they have motivation in reading class. She also givesassessment to the students from some aspect, they are from test, assignment,attitude of the students and also from individual worksheet. So she gives the finalscore that come from many aspects of the students.
CONCLUSIONSBased onwhat has ben discussed in the previous chapter,it can be concluded that:1)The teacher of the second year students of SMPN 1 Prambon Nganjuk usesauthentic materials to teach reading. The materials are taken from abroadmagazine and internet. The teacher chooses the topics that familiar for thestudents. 2)The teaching learning process of reading is held in the languagelaboratory. The teacher uses some media in teaching reading, they are computer,laptop, LCD projector. The materials have saved in the Microsoft power point andMicrosoft word programs in the computer. The computer is also having dictionaryprogram with pronunciation program. If the students find difficult words and newvocabularies, they can find the meaning and how to pronounce them in thatdictionary program.3) The teacher applies simple steps in teaching reading in theclassroom they are pre reading, whilst reading and post reading. The teachinglearning process of reading class runs effectively. The teacher uses steps that makethe students understand the materials easily. But she does not give more chancesto the students to tell what they get from the materials that they read. 4) Thelecturer gives assessments to the students from the result of the students’ test,students’ assignments, and the students’ attitude, interest and motivation inteaching learning process. The teacher also gives individual worksheet to evaluatethe students. Individual worksheet is given in certain time. 5) The students followthe reading class regularly. They give attention and do the work that the lecturerasks.
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